
Dear Miss Kober, 

University Museum, 
Philadelphia, 
Nove _ber 18, 1941 

First of all I want to thank you for vreiting me 

so fully about your evidence for Linear B and related problems. 

~ sent a number of reprints to various people (and am now sending 

one to you) in the hope of getting some constructive criticism 
on some of the many aspects of this work on which .L do not pretend 

to have more than a ninimum of knowledge. You are the first person 

who has done anything other than say that it looks wonderful, which 

of course means that it doesn't interest them. The remark that I 

made facetiously at the start of my lecture is perfectly true: if 

I am expressing myself on this subject, it is only because of ~he 

accident of having excavated new material, and because in preparing 

this material for publication ~ realized that little as I knew, I 

aould nevertheless correct some misaprehensions in previous work. 

I have frankly worked hard on the material, but only for a short 

time, and circumstances forced me to publish long before I had 

expected to. The circumstances ~ refer to are changes in require-

ments for the ~h.D. here, which meant that a dissertation which 

~ had almost finished would have been prohib-itively expensive to 

produce, so that ~ was suddenly faced last winter with the necess

essity of producing a short dissertation in about two months. '..l'he 

only iron I had in the fire which seemed hot enough to throw 

together in that time was the script; you lDlow the outcome. I have 

worked only very superficially on the minoan material \I felt that 

it was a hopeless task until all the evidence was available), and 

do not have the control I would like over the late Uypriote syllabary • 

.L believe it very important that a chronological and geogra1)hical 

analysiw of the late syllabary be made, so that we can be really 

sure that the forms which we·cite as parallels are both early and 

standard, not merely chance variations of a fundamentally different 
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sign . in fact, I feel that if 1 can make a contribution to the 

study (not now, but later) apart from the mere discovery of new 

documents , it would be in applying what I know of the archaeology 

of Cyprus in a broader sense , to the dating of the late syllabic 

inscriptions . ~erhaps the most important part of my talk in my own 

eyes was the attempt to show how the Ulassical syllabary took shape , 

and how much was a creation of the late period . I think that I am 

right in saying that previous scholars have completely overlooked 

this aspect of the problem, and that it is absolutely fundamental 

if we are going to use the syllabary to give us sound values for 

the OM and Minoan inscriptions . 

liW manner of presentation , both in print and on the platform, 

perhaps indicates greater confidence than i have in many~ dft the 

equations of signs suggested . l n several cases where you cast doubts 

on rny equations , ~am perfectly willing to agree with you . i n a few 

cases I am not, and will say why below. I feel very strongly that 

the equation by shapes of isolated characters is dangerous · l as I 

believe I said) , and that we cannot be cersain until we have some 

way of checking on the use of the signs in the different script : you 

have apparently made some progress with this . in my tables it waS 

patently impossible to give all the variants of signs , so i tried 

to select what struck ~e as probably the basie central type , or in 

the case of rare signs , the one which was closest to the CYM, on the 

theory that if there really was a connection, the form of the sign 

which produced offspring in vyprus probably was the most usual 

:rorm in Crete . I had a more serious problem in choosing between 

the renditions o:r ~vans and Sundwall . Looking up only a few examples , 

I :round that in these cases ~undwall was the more reliable of the 

two, so where the two did not agree, i generally followed him. ~ am 

glad to know that you find him less accurate , and will be more care

:rul with him in the future . 
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Now ror the speciric points you raise! In the first place, 

you ask about my clair1ing 101 CM inscriptions, but listing only 96. 

'l1hat is a typical product of writing under presstlre. It escaped me, 

and ~ hope it doesn't cause too much trouble. i suspect that what I 

did was to include in the total the rive inscribed cylinder seals 

which I assign to the CM: script, but which are listed under Class VI 

in my article. 7"iuA tku, m if u...AL , r 'o' VIM~ . 
I didn't discuss the vowel signs separately in my talk, and 

barely mentioned them in my paper, because l didn't feel sure of the 

rainoan evidence. ihat you say confirms my suspicion that the uypriote 

syllabary did not inherit vowel signs from minoan. The only sign L 

could trace was the 1·\./E, and I was innediately struck by the improb

ability of its functioning as a vowel in r-;J.inoan or c:M. I think that 

there is every reason to believe that the other vowel signs of 01.0. 

were pos t-r,;.inoan \or better, non-ninoan) in origin. 

rou :may be right in suspecting the equation of the vl.C. ke 

with the .Ninoan hand sign, but l am not sure. The lop-sided position 

may be due to the thumb which is common in Grete and recurs on the 

sole example of the sign in v:M. Al2 is common in vyprus as §.§., so I 

doubt that this sign is the ancestor of ke. Is there any possibility 

of some confusion of these signs for phonetic reasons, and if so 

does this cast any light on the nature of my hypothetical second 

sibilant? This possibility struck r'le some time ago, but it s eemed 

So involved and hypothetical that i haven't done anything with it. 

As to ku and all the signs of this type, to which several of 

your questions refer, it seems to me that unless you have new evid

ence from l'uinoan phonology, the decisive evidence i S that of the 

ul.C. In 01.0. there is no doubt that there is a large group of 

signs sharing a common structure, differentiated by di~rerent 

short lines, as I said. The shape of the basic structure varies 
~v 

distinguishing marks are absolutely aa~;~J it 

C.~ ~4/-J4 -' 
somewhat, but the 
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seems to me that there are only tv1o possibilities: (1) either the 

signs came from Minoan , in which case the som1d values are dependent 

upon the marks of differentiation, and these latter are therefore 

fUnd~mental, or else (2) the Cl.v. mark~s of differentiation were 

created in that script, in wrrich case the 01.0. signs give no evid

ence f'or the Jxd.noat s~d "fa~s~he1ef'~ c~~t equate A25 with 
-A. 

ku: the marks of differentiation are not the same. So far as Cyprus 

itself is concerned, I feel quite strongly (though I might have 

trouble proving it) that the CM signs I have listed are the proto

types of their 01.0. counterparts (with the possible exception of 

UM36g, noted by you), and that t~i~i~~~sic type 

established in C£1 are to be equated with the sane variations of the 

basic type of the vl.C. I don't know \vhether I have made this clear; 

if not, let me know, and i will try again. As for 1~lonas' and others' 

equation of B21 with ku, that is t0e tJ~e or absolutely arbitrary 

equation which has nothing· to reccomend it, and makes me hot under 

the collar. 

I don't :put too much steele in this. 

I am more fair than it may seem. ~legen told me that this 

sign is fairly common in unpublished ~ylos tablets. Since I couldn't 

quote this, I used an otherwise dubious piece as evidence. My evid

ence, therfore, may be invalid, but the fact is correct. 

'dithout knowing the internal lvlinoan evidence, I do not feel 

entirely clear about b4la and b, though you are probably right. 
probably . · 

~~ second CM form ( I.4b of the appendix)/does not belong here, but 

as you suggest, v.:ith B~. I thought that the broken vertical line 

put it with H41 until I found the same broken line \Nith the other 
1J- t.d-4.4 ~ ts:c .1d£ to ~ ¥-4-~ • 

type at ~los. In this connection you may not have noticed the second 

" sign on the GM seal no. 1, in fig. 12. tl'he round dot is interesting. 

My hie:eoglyphic parallel was selected somewhat arbitrarily to 

illustrate ray belief that both characters grew out of the single 
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cuttlefish sign . Of course I have no way of knowing whether the 

specific exanple illustrated , or any of those preserved , really 

belongs in the direct lineage . 

'l'hank you for the information about the t·wo forms of the 

character . l had assumed that they were two separate signs , but 

your evidence seems decisive . 

Again thanks, this tir1e for a reference to a sign ·which I 

lmew I had seen, but could not place when I cam.e to make up my 

tables . I was not entirely happy about using B2 , and an interested 

to learn that you think it is not the same character . 

You say that the oblique line at the bottom disturbs you ; 

don ' t you mean Cl114? If' so , I can only say that the equation is 

not one of T1Y favorites . For the record , 1 suspect that the fact 

that the line is oblique rather than horizontal is accidental ; the 

inscription on which this makes its sole occurence tends to the 

oblique • .Lf you do :rnean Cr:TI.5 , the one other example of this sign 

has a straight medial line . 

I admit that it is too fragrJ.entary for serious conclusions . 

ln such cases as this and uM6l , and in cases where the equation 

with hi:inoan characters is dubious I have lj_sted them for what they 

are "Worth , but have tried not to cixocw build any arguments :flrnm on 

them. uM 19 and 2?also fall into the dubious group . 

I am not convinced of the close similarity of this sign to 

the ·~banner sign", though your other parallels sound :probable . l 

am somewhat afraid of signs which are so simple as this when they 

are of rare occurrence . 

You speak of the fact that the Linear B parallels to UM signs 

are often ideograms . This would be interesting if it were possible 

to demonstrate the dependence of Ol't1 on Lin . B, and it may be inter

esting an~Jay . You speak of preparing a note on the subject , or 
""'-J' 

my 
offer me the use of your notes for the purpose of/ doing it . I 
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clain no competence to deal with the Lin. B material, and inmg ine 

that the evidence for ideographic use is largely there. lny suggest-

ion wou~d be that we collaborate on a note; you treat the subject 

from the L'linoan side, and I :will be glad to add a note on the use 
e1 UJUAnvo 

of the characters in OM. You mlkion the ancestorsAof the uypriote 

ta as an exar1ple. This occurs four times on vM inscriptions, and 

once on a UM cylinder. In all but one case it is used in what are 

certainly syllabic inscriptions; in the other case it is inscribed 

on a vase which also has a numeral, though the description suggests 
i have not seen the vase, which is inadequately published. 

that they are on dif'ferent parts of' the vase./ It would be important 

f'or our purposes to know if the ideogram represents something which 

one m.ight expect to find in a vase.'l'hough it is not possible in this 

case, it should be possible in many cases to tell whether the spec-

if'ic vase on which the inscription occurs ·was such as to contain 

such an object. in this connection it seems important to me, and 

yon may find it dissapointing,that the inscriptions containing 

single signs only are most cow~non on jug handles, which were not 

storage vessels par excellence, whereas the big pithoi, when insc

ribed, are likely to have more characters. ~or this reason, I 

look for initials of ovvners and the like dn most of the single 

signs. Each case, however, m~st be examined spparately. 

As the note in~~ appendix implies, the evidence for this 

sign is far from sati~factory. Casson gives it as ~ ~ Persson as ~· 

Both writers have little respect for the actual form of signs, so 

there is no way of knowing which is correct. ~robably both are 

VIJrong. -rfL- n...o~1/e-, ~ ~ ~f: 
/ 

You may well be right about this, as you certainly ar~ / ~ 
6u#- o2_ a, '1'1A /" ~ # I L._ 

abolft the difference be1tween 1:)8 and B2~. -~ ~fy~~--lk~~/ . 
v.u.J..tu..to , CN;;r .u.L- t.UJI-M~ s.-t~ ~ 1/A ,., ik-~r~ J ~ ~'~"-

Again I suspend ju~gement. ~ am not entirely convinced, but ~ e 
~ t 

nay someday be. unfortunately there is only one example of the sig~~~ 

in uyprus, on the 11rune cursive inscription as ui{l4 (see above). I'"'~ .,. 
~m -: f7 l yfW - 'lily~/ ~~ .~ .,_ 
%ft :t iti ~ T ,,, ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
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would like to have some ~ore exanples before Making up my mind as 

to the significance of the manner in which it is drawn. I still feel 

that the elements of the sign are the saMe as those of A30. 

Thanks! 

uw prototypes are extremely dubious. i can only say that the 

c:M sign is certainly not the ''handtt, for its sole occu7ence is in 

the same inscription with the hand sign {C:M45), and they are quite 

different :-I just reread your note, and see that you refer to 

CM 45, with the remark that the difference is not too great for 

a possible connection. I think that you will agree, however, that 

since both characters were dra~,~m by the same hand at the same time, 

the difference does become significant. ~oth signs are carefully 

drawn. 

As . to the possibility that OM may have been used for more 

than one language, l thought that i said at New York that some of 

the post-14UO inscriptions Night well be G-reek. Vlhether or not there 

were still other languages i can't say, but it is not impossible • 

Thanks for the prototype of uM 31. As for C1B4, the drawing 

in fig,4 unfortunately fails to indicate a break, which is clearer 
S1 m ~ yt1 ~ .,4 /ukt_ M' t4, klT,..._-, of jJ • ~ 1 d..ov-t.. • 

in the append1x. The left hand vertical was likely as lchng as the 
1\ 

central one. in the other example, all three verticals are of equal 

length. 

fig. 5 vM40 is no~ a variant of AlO,Bll, etc., if rny view of the 

import?-nce of the distinguishing r1arks is correct. lt certainly 

has the essentials of t he late sign. 1 think this whole question 

is one of the most important in the equation of the scri~ts, a~ ~ 

wish .l could th~ of' some other way of' getting a~ it •. ~.rJ 
1cu.A1i~ ~ k. it U (L w/.4 ~ /JonJ. ~_po,,.,f- IJttrtttAJrn . 

p.258 JJo you think that there is anything to my suggestion that 

the two-barred form of B36 represents a weakened form of the sound 

represented by the single-barred typet As I said above, l share 

your belief that neither represented a s i_ngle vowel in ninoan or Clvl. 
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P• 259 -~de agree on the subject of 'ientris . 

P• 260 Your remarks on Linear B variation between signs with 

an A and curved lines are interesting , and call for further 

investigation . I should think that the occurrence on thenwomanu 

sign would be easy to check , and perhaps solve the problem. l had 

noted the difference between the signs which vary betv~en a single 

vertical line or two oblique ones in the base , but thought that 

the difference was largely a chronological one, since the type 

with single vertical is so much more cormnon in Lin . A, the double 

type in D and Pylos . Is there any evidence of a constant variation 
and absence o d A~ ~ ~ ~ 

in the presence/ of sone other El&IXK:tmx::t factor? ~ · 7~ : ie-n~. 

4~L~~~uuz'"'f':d·U~ #,4~ 
" e ~.d.rt4jn : 'io """"~ ~~ ~ ~. ~o! ~ 

Interes~ing . flouldn ' t it be possible o make a special study ~ 

Not convinced 

var1ous ~ 

of the XKX ociKKax~ xocx means for differentiating between differ-

ent minoan signs , and trying to see to what extent these corres-

pond with similar phenonena in uypriote , and to see whether it is 

possible to establish some uniforrtl usaee in liypriote vvhich \'Till 

establish the significance of these marks for ninoan? If there is 

a connection , it ·would constitute extremely important new evidence 

of the relation of the two scripts , and perhaps help equate signs 

which cannot now be traced . 

i think you are right about :bylos lg . I don ' t now see ~Hhat 

ever led me to make the equation 1 suggest . 

Your ' last chance to speak '. I would like extreEely to 

see your article on the suffix - inthos . I 1rnov..r little enough about 
. w~ . 

i E, and nothing about pre- ureek . I must admit my chagrln ~ runn1ng 

hastily through the documents published in Pal . Min . i.\1i th the rew 

sound values suggested by vypriote) at being unable to spot a 

preponderance of pre- u-reek- Asia Ivlinor suffixes , and no - inthos or 

- ssos at all . oo I will be very glad to see your conclusions in the 

matter . 
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As to the possibility of the derivation of uM from Lin . B, 

which you suggested arter the lecture, i gather from your letter 

that you do not feel that t~is was necessarily the case . 1hile 

you blasted some of my negative evidence, l do feel that some at 

least of my cases ·which show a closer connection with J...,in . A than B 

still stand , and i see nothing which could only have come from D 

or the Helladic script . Uf course the chronological evidence 

does seem decisive . 1 might say in this connection that my present 

dates for the first knovm examples of vM script are conservative . 

i have not yet had an opportunity to work out all the snags in the 

extremely complicated probleMs of the chronology of the ~ate Cyp-

riote i period , so rather than stick my neck out , .L have used 

s j oqvist f s dates ' which are not far \~ong . _L have ' however , a 

good deal of nev1 evidence l chronology is really my major prepossess

ion , more so than the script ), and hope to digest it before too 

very long . J. have a distinct hunch that when .L do , the earliest 

inscriptions will go back into the 16th century . And there is no 

way of being certain that we have the earliest inscriptions . until 

my dig , there v1ere no dated inscriptions earlier than the 14th 

century • .L have dug only very little of the 16th century , and none 

or the 17th, so there is no telling v.rhat more remains might tell . 

Dy the way , what do you think of the few inscriptions of 

my class .1.V? Could they be straight J:,'linoancr I have reason to think 

that the vases on which they occur are ~ .M. III Minoan imports , in 

spite of blegen ' s belief' that no .w . l1. III pottery was exported . 

An addition to the next to the last paragraph : when I ~~ote 

the above .L had forgotten the two inscriptions of ~ . c . IA:2 date, 

which ~ already place ±x at 1525-145U . The dates for this sub-period 

may run more nearly 1550- 1500 or 1475, though as I said above, I -
am not yet certain . The inscription K21 comes from a very early 

deposit in an undisturbed chanber tomb . oo does K85, but it is 
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not Cypro-Minoan. 

In conclusion let me say that I am very much impressed by 

your coramand of your material, and look forward to hearing you at 

the Christmas meetings. narring a sudden brainstorm, ~ very much 

doubt that ~ will try to crack the scripts fn bfl-r·e~-tltn&-, and will 

probably have little nore to say on the subject until such a time 

as i am able to return to vyprus and get some more vM material to 

publish, or perhaps work on the chronology of the vlassical insc

riptions, though even this latter is doubtful. «hat I a~ driving at 

is that l do not fancy myself as an authority on the whole QUestion 

of the roinoan scripts, but am only dabbling at the edges. "hat I 

really do want is to see my material used, and nothing would please 

me more than to see it play some role in the final solution of the 

major problems at hand. I would like to go on no~:1 to say that .1. 

would be delighted to put all my evidence at your disposal, but 

everything of importance is already public property as a res1lt of 

rrry article • .Lf', hovvever, you have any more questions about any of 

it, or if .1. can save you time by summarizing some of this material, 

which is naturally roost far11iliar to me, J.. wlll be delighted to do 

it. 
-Itt_~ o(r 

.1. feel very strongly thatAall these reJated scripts, the 

minoan, vM, and the new .t'ylos r1aterial, are closely related, and 

that a solution will be reached more quiclcly if all serious workers 

in these fields will be willing to share their material, and above 

all their ideas • .L would like to see an informal symposium at the 

meetings, when we could all get together, ask each other questions, 

and try to work out some of t he questions on which we have reached 

varying conclusions. 

·1·hanking you again for your long letter, .L remain, 
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